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The second edition of Haskell: The Craft of Functional Programming is essential reading for
beginners to functional programming and newcomers to the Haskell programming language.
The emphasis is on the process of crafting programs and the text contains many examples and
running case studies, as well as advice on program design, testing, problem solving and how to
avoid common pitfalls.

From the Back CoverPROGRAMMING LANGUAGES / FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING /
HASKELLHaskellThe Craft of Functional Programming Second EditionSimon ThompsonThe
second edition of Haskell: The Craft of Functional Programming is essential reading for
beginners to functional programming and newcomers to the Haskell programming language.
The emphasis is on the process of crafting programs and the text contains many examples and
running case studies, as well as advice on program design, testing, problem solving and how to
avoid common pitfalls.Building on the strengths of the first edition, the book includes many new
and improved features:· Complete coverage of Haskell 98, the standard version of Haskell which
will be stable and supported by implementations for years to come.· An emphasis on software
engineering principles, encouraging a disciplined approach to building reusable libraries of
software components.· Detailed coverage of the Hugs interpreter with an appendix covering
other implementations.· A running case study of pictures emphasizes the built-in functions which
appear in the standard prelude and libraries. It is also used to give an early preview of some of
the more complex language features, such as higher-order functions.· List comprehensions and
the standard functions over lists are covered before recursion.· Early coverage of polymorphism
supporting the `toolkit' approach and encouraging the reuse of built-in functions and types.·
Extensive reference material containing details of further reading in books, journals and on the
World Wide Web.· Accompanying Web Site supporting the book, containing all the program
code, further teaching materials and other useful resources.About the authorSimon Thompson
is a Senior Lecturer in the Computing Laboratory at the University of Kent. His research and
teaching interests include functional programming and logical aspects of computer science.
Simon has written two other books: Miranda: The Craft of Functional Programming and Type
Theory and Functional Programming.About the AuthorSimon Thompson is a Senior Lecturer in
Computer Science at the University of Kent. His research and teaching interests include
functional programming and logical aspects of computer science.0201342758AB04062001
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Grady Lemoine, “Good gradual introduction; good value for money. This book makes an
excellent gradually-paced introduction to Haskell, with plenty of examples and exercises, for
those who are a little overwhelmed by the online "Gentle Introduction to Haskell". My only
complaint is that it proceeds a bit too slowly for my taste, taking 150 pages to get around to
discussing higher-order functions and other advanced topics that make Haskell worth learning.
This is understandable, since it's intended to be usable as a textbook for a first programming
course, but it's also frustrating for someone who already has programming experience. The
other feature of the book that stands out is its price, which is quite reasonable for a textbook. All
told, this is an good-quality Haskell textbook suitable for either new programmers or (by
skimming the first several chapters) more experienced programmers looking to learn functional
programming.”

Rockstrongo, “Good Book. Simply one of the best books on Haskell you can purchase. Very well
written with a tone of good examples. Perfectly structured, avoids the trap of being too
introductory or too advanced. If you want to learn funcational programming you can start with
this book and learn enough quick enough to be productive with it in a short time.”

Warrior, “Fast Shipping and meets expectations. OK”

Steve Jones, “Five Stars. A favorite introductory Haskell text. But go for 3rd Edition.”

Nicholas Mason, “Five Stars. excellent product, fast delivery”

Robert Sargent, “good. great”

NinaZ, “Five Stars. Nice and almost new”

Marie Conti, “Gut geeignet zum Erlernen funktionaler Sprachen. Das Buch ist mir kürzlich beim
Umräumen der Bücher in meinen IT Regalen noch einmal in die Hände gefallen. Dass man IT
Bücger Klassiker nennen kann, geschieht ja recht selten, aber hier ist es so. Man lernt anhand
der Sprache Haskell die Prinzipien der funktionalen Sprachen, und die werden in Kontext von
Big Data immer wichtiger. Mir hat der Aufbau des Buches gut gefallen, der Autor zeigt vieles
anhand von Beispielen. Anhand der Excercises kann man zusätzlich üben. Prima Buch für den
Einstieg in funktionale Sprachen - immer noch.”

The book by Simon Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 22 people have provided feedback.
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